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Rituals exist in everyone’s everyday life, from your morning routine of getting out of bed to how you make 

your tea/coffee. Rituals done with intention, empowerment and in rhythm with the universe are very 

powerful in creating positive and lasting change in many areas of our lives.  

 

The word 'Ritual' as it is used here, simply means to honour the sacred within each of us. This is done by 

creating a sacred space and using symbolism and intention to bring about change.  

Most important ingredients in ritual are sacred space and intention 

 

Although there are many prescribed rituals aligned with various religions, the most powerful rituals are those 

you create yourself to meet your own authentic expression. Gone are the days of the prescribed step by step 

recipe for affecting change.  

 

Rituals are most powerful when the intention, meaning, purpose and mixed with sacred space and a grateful 

heart. It wasn’t that long ago that we the witches of yesterday, gave our lives for today’s liberation. In this 

country you are free to express yourself, your beliefs and pay homage to those through the use of ritual. 

 

Let’s look at the essential elements need to create a empowered moon ritual. 
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When you think of a sacred place, what do you feel?  

 
 

Respect? Reverence? Peace? Silence? Sacred means 

different things to different people. For me it is a space 

that holds a particular vibration of energy. In order to 

change the energy of a lived in space to a sacred space 

one needs to change the energy within that space. 

Music, Sage, Sound, Candles are all tools I use to create 

a space that is conducive for a ritual.  

 

Creating a sacred space is not only external, it also is 

something that need to happen internally as well. Your 

head space needs some preparation too.  

 

Meditation is a great tool for getting into that space of 

honouring the sacred within. However for some of us, the 

idea of meditation is a difficult and even somewhat 

stressful concept. I want to assure you there are many 

forms of meditation, from walking with the mindfulness of 

noticing nature to the simple act of taking so deep breaths. 

 

 

 

Your intention is a powerful thing, more powerful than many of us are aware. It is important to follow some 

basic guidelines when working with intention: 
 

1. Never impose on another’s free will. 

2. Never intend harm or malice to another 

3. Always operate for the highest good of all involved. 

4. Honour the process as sacred 

5. Trust in the process 

 

 

 

Working with symbolism is a powerful tool that helps make practical and 

real that which only existed in our minds thought energy. For example 

blowing out a candle is a great symbolism for completion, submerging in 

water is a powerful symbolism for cleansing. It gives our brain another 

signal to create the change.  
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Full moons happen once a month (approximately every 

29.5 days) when the surface if the moon is fully illuminated 

by the sun's rays. With no light of its own, the moon 

illumination requires this unique partnership with the sun. 

While the energy and light of a full moon is present for 

about three days (a day either side of the actual full 

moon), the moon is technically only full for a moment—

when the sun and the moon are directly opposite each 

other in the sky.  

 
The observance and rituals around lunar cycles has been practiced for centuries. We are able to use the cycles of the 

moon to help us gain a sense of alignment, connection and synergy with the universe. When we come into alignment 

with this universal flow, life become easier, things flow and we start to feel the connection with something bigger than 

ourselves – the cosmos!  

 

 

The New Moon is a time of planting the new seeds of intention. It is a time of 

manifestation, clarifying and contemplation.  It is a great time for focusing on 

your goals, setting intentions, launching new projects and making your 

desires known to the universe. 
 

Although the New Moon is a great time to plant the seeds of intention, just like gardening you don’t 

necessarily see the seedlings transform, as the magic of new life is happening in the dark soil (Dark Moon).  

Planting the seeds within the "dark" phase of the new moon, energetically speaking, as if the lunar surface 

gathers light over a two-week period, your intentions and projects gather momentum and energy. As the 

moon increases toward full light (waxes), our energy builds. When the moon is full, and in complete 

alignment with the sun (which represents how you shine in the world) it's a spiritual and energetic pinnacle 

of whatever you started.  

 
 

The full moon is about release and getting in touch with your inner 

wisdom, you inner goddess/god. The energy of a full moon offers us a 

great opportunity to release our emotional baggage, limitations and 

outdated belief systems and perspectives.  

 

Once the full moon arrives, it is a time of illumination of what was currently hidden. The waning (decreasing) 

of the moon offers us the opportunity to continue to release what's no longer working for us. It's a great 

time to reflect on what you've built during the waxing phase while shedding anything that doesn't feel right.  
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In addition to the energy of the moon cycle, approximately four to six times a 

year, the new and full moons are also eclipses. Solar eclipses happen at the 

new moon when, from our vantage point, the moon appears to cover the sun, 

either partially or fully. Lunar eclipses occur at the full moon when the earth 

stands directly between the moon and the sun, casting shadows on the moon. 

Eclipses are agents of change and growth, often prompting sudden turning 

points in our lives. Eclipses are powerful and intensify the energy of the new 

and full moons, sometime forcing us to look at things and up our game! 

 

 
 

New Moon phase (“waxing” Moon increases in light until the Full 

Moon): Holds a lot of anticipation of something new about to new 

about to enter your life.  

Key word is “Beginning”. 
 

Crescent Moon phase (waxing crescent):  A positive time to get 

things done. Thoughts are best focused on the creation and starting 

of things. 

Key word is “Growing”. 
 

First Quarter Moon phase Often a turning point in a situation, 

project or idea.   

Key word is “Action”. 
 

Gibbous Moon phase (waxing Gibbous): Listening skills tend to be less evident - as people get more engaged and 

focused during this time. 

Key word is “Assessment”. 

 

Full Moon phase (waning Moon decreases in light until the New Moon):  Emotions tend to be at a high. This is a time 

of increased creativity and intuition is heightened as well.  

Key word is “Culmination”. 
 

Disseminating Moon phase (waning Gibbous):  This is a time that represents completion. The culmination of all that 

has come before.  

Key word is “Co-operation”. 
 

Last Quarter Moon phase Wrapping things up, finalizing details and finishing projects. 

Key word is “Contemplation”. 
 

Balsamic Moon phase (waning Crescent):  A feeling of needing to get things done, a sense of urgency and a time to 

get more out of things.  

Key word is “Immersion”. 

 
 

When we come into harmony with the rhythm of the universe, we automatically 

find inner harmony. The moon cycles are one very important universal rhythm.  
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Each Full & New Moon holds a particular energy based on the astrological sign it is in. It also has a particular 

element (Fire, Earth, Air and Water). Using this information you can use the moon cycles to help you look at 

certain issues that you have been holding onto or unaware of... to refocus your intent and to renew your 

commitment to who you are on this journey. 
 

The elements (Fire, Earth, Air and Water)can be thought of as the basic principles of life. You can see these 

within nature and her cycles.  

Fire has traditionally been associated with Spirit. Fire represents 

the desire for life, the will to be and become. The element of fire 

represents our passions, creativity and motivation. It has the 

energy of will and determination.  

Aries, Leo and Sagittarius are all signs ruled 

by the fire element. 

 The element of fire corresponds to the 

vibration of the 11.  11 is a Master Number, and is associated with 

creation, spirituality and Psychic Intuition. 

Flames (candles, fire, sparkler) 

Using you mind, burn your deepest fears and those things you are ready to let go into the flame of a candle. Visualise 

the flame burning your issues and transforming them.  

At the end say the following affirmation (or your own):  

'I am stronger for having experienced these [name them] issues/feelings, but now that I have learned all I need to from 

them I am moving on, letting go and creating a new, energized and refocused life for myself'  Blow out the candle. 
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Earth represents manifestation in the physical world. Earth 

element energy assists us to bring dreams into reality. Earth 

energy helps us ground and gain stability. 

Virgo, Taurus and Capricorn are all signs 

ruled by the Earth element. 

The element of earth corresponds with 

the Number 8. Number 8 is associated with balance, Karma, 

abundance and power. 

Soil, dirt, sand ground (earth) 

 

Write your deepest fears and those things you are ready to let go of on some paper then bury them in the earth. As 

you bury them (symbolic of letting go), inhale deeply and exhale all the old energy you have been holding towards 

these things.  

At the end say the following affirmation (or your own):  

'I am stronger for having experienced these [name them] issues/feelings, but now that I have learned all I need to from 

them I am moving on, letting go and creating a new, energized and refocused life for myself' 

 
 

Air signifies the mind and communication. Air element energy 

brings the gift of detachment and perspective. 

Gemini, Libra and Aquarius are all signs 

ruled by the Air element.  

Air share the numerological influence 

with Earth as both are connected to the Number 8. Here, the 

Number 8 vibration represents change in areas of finance, career 

or personal power. 

Breath, wind, Balloons 

Speak your deepest fears and those things you are ready to let go to the moon. As you speak them with 

intent (symbolic of letting go), inhale deeply and exhale all the old energy you have been holding towards 

these issues/feelings.  

 

At the end say the following affirmation (or your own):  

 

'I am stronger for having experienced these [name them] issues/feelings, but now that I have learned all I 

need to from them I am moving on, letting go and creating a new, energized and refocused life for myself' 
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Water, representing the realm of emotions, is perhaps the 

least understood element. Water elements brings us cleansing 

of deep emotions and connects us with our intuition.  
Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces are all ruled 

by the Water element. 

The Water element is in alignment 

with the Master Number 22. It is the vibration of the Master 

Builder capable of taking our dreams and aspirations and 

making them a reality.  

Bath/Shower, Sea, River, Water 

Wash away your deepest fears and those things you are ready to let go to the moon. Take a shower, bath or swim and 

visualise all your issues and emotional baggage being washed away with the water. In the absence of water you can 

use a guided meditation/visualisation featuring a water fall. 

 

At the end say the following affirmation:  

 

'I am stronger for having experienced these [name them] issues/feelings, but now that I have learned all I need to from 

them I am moving on, letting go and creating a new, energized and refocused life for myself' 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 ARIES – FIRE 

Key Focus Points 

 New Beginnings 

 Self-Focus 

 Independence 

 Courage/Strength 

 Impulsiveness 

 Anger/Intolerance 

 

 TAURUS – EARTH 

Key Focus Points 

 Money 

 Self-Worth 

 Patience 

 Stubbornness 

 Contentment 

 Resistance to Change 
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 GEMINI – AIR 

Key Focus Points 

 Communication 

 Writing/Publishing 

 Networking  

 Learning/Education  

 Logic / Cleverness  

 Mental Clutter 

 

 CANCER – WATER 

     Key Focus Points 

 Home/Family 

 Nurturing   

 Releasing Insecurity 

 Feelings /Moods 

 Security/Protection 

 Sense of Belonging 

 

 LEO – FIRE 

Key Focus Points 

 Love / Romance 

 Leadership 

 Generosity 

 Determination 

 Loyalty 

 Pride / Arrogance 

 

 VIRGO – EARTH 

Key Focus Points 

 Health/Diet 

 Physical Exercise 

 Work / Job 

 Stinking Thinking 

 Worry / Criticism 

 Relaxing 

 Perfectionism 

 

 LIBRA – AIR 

Key Focus Points 

 Marriage 

 Negotiation Skills 

 Harmony / Peace 

 Balance /Equality 

 Co-dependency 

 Luxury 

 Pampering 

 

 SCORPIO – WATER 

Key Focus Points 

 Empowerment 

 Transformation 

 Deep Emotions 

 Financial 

 Partnerships 

 Jealousy/Revenge 

 Psychic Intuition 
 

 

 SAGITTARIUS – 

FIRE 

Key Focus Points 

 Quest for Truth 

 Travel / Adventure 

 Freedom 

 Finding Solutions 

 Faith / Optimism 

 Overcoming Excess 

 

 CAPRICORN – EARTH 

Key Focus Points 

 Reaching Goals 

 Success & Recognition 

 Releasing Control 

 Self-Discipline 

 Pessimism/Lack of Joy 

 Workaholic 

Tendencies 
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How would you create a sacred space? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

What tools/items could you use for each of the elements? 

 

Fire____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Earth___________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Air_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Water__________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 AQUARIUS – AIR 

Key Focus Points 

 Humanitarian 

 Innovative Ideas 

 Following Hearts 

Desire 

 Networking 

 Friends / Groups 

 Aloofness 

 Fear of Involvement 

 

 PISCES – WATER 

Key Focus Points 

 Imagination 

 Spiritual Healing 

 Inner Happiness 

 Psychic Sensitivity 

 Forgiveness 

 Addictions / Escapism 
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International Intuitive expert Samantha Gillard is regarded as a leading authority in areas of Intuition, Energy 

Psychology, Energy Medicine and practical No BS Spirituality.  

Samantha has a powerfully unique way of facilitating radical healing and transformation in those she works with. 

Internationally respected and renowned for her transformative work, her clients have included celebrities, doctors, 

lawyers, politicians, esteemed business people and entrepreneurs. Samantha has qualifications in Psychology and 

Criminology (University of Melbourne), Suicide Intervention & Prevention (Griffith University) and Therapeutic Crisis 

Intervention (Cornell University). For more than a decade, she has also extensively studied and gained qualifications in 

many healing modalities. In addition to this, Samantha was born with strong Psychic senses and a powerful intuition 

which she combines with her academia to help people across the world. She’s quite simply a woman with an incredible 

gift, who is on a mission to help, heal, support, guide, inspire and bring about transformation in people’s lives 

WORKING WITH SAMANTHA 1 on 1 

Samantha has a unique way of blending her academia with her innate spiritual gifts 

(Intuition/Healing) in a way that allows for dynamic shifts and profound changes in the 

lives of her clients. Samantha has worked with people from all over the world, including 

Celebrities, Politicians, esteemed Business People and successful professionals. Her 

down to earth, No BS approach to intuition and spirituality has helped demystify 

intuition, allowing it to be a practical and versatile tool. 

She is a powerful, transformative and supportive mentor helping those she mentors to 

create a life they love and better still a life that loves them back! 

Samantha offers a select number of students each year the opportunity to work one on 
one with her for 3, 6 or 12 months within her mentoring program. This is a unique 
opportunity not only to learn from Samantha but to be supported and have your gifts 
nurtured under her guidance. 
 
If you are interested in applying please contact: 
 
info@samanthagillard.com 
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